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Our "two-circle'' algorithm has two advantages:
    1. It can give an unique solution of the visual line without using eye corners
    2. It does not require a known focal length of the cameram, and it does not use the orthographical projection approximation

1.Assumptions:
   1) the visual lines of the both eyes are parallel 
   2) the iris boundaries are circles
   3) the base planes of the two circles are parallel 
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2. The "Two-Circles" Algorithm
  2.1. Elliptical cone and circular cross section
        (The focal length f is know)
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The oblique circular cone and the oblique 
elliptical cone are the same cone surface

Find out a section which the ellipse becomes a circle.
           obtain the normal vector of the plane.
                        But has two solutions.

2.2. The "two-circle" Algorithm
   (The focal length f is unknow)
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If we give a focal length, using two circles in a plane 
               the normal vector of the plane can be 
               estimated independently.

Only if we give the correct focal length, the normal 
vectors estimated from each ellipses will becomes 
same or parallel.

f =200(pixel), θ =40(degree), β=-10 (degree), r=1.0(m)
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3. Experiment With Simulated Images

f = 300(pixel), θ = 50(degree), β = 30 (degree), r = 1.0(m) 
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RMS error      Standard deviation
β1(degree)        0.16              0.20
θ1(degree)        0.12              0.13

β2(degree)        0.52              0.55
θ2(degree)        0.13              0.15

β3(degree)        0.09              0.11
θ3(degree)        0.08              0.06

Table 1: f is know and using one circle

RMS error    Standard deviation
f1(%)                2.76                     4.60
β1(degree)        0.36                     0.47
θ1(degree)        0.57                     0.97
f2(%)                2.40                     4.00
β2(degree)        0.11                     0.15
θ2(degree)        0.51                     0.58

Table 2:  f is unknow and using two circles

4. Experiment With Real Images

Original image 

Using circle 2 and 3            

5. Experiment With Real Face Images

The procedure of the visual line estimation
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Some experimental results of estimated visual line

Using circle 1 and 2

Using circle 3 and 1


